White Goods and Fire Risks:
Home Laundry

This factsheet focuses on the main causes of fires in domestic washing machines and tumble dryers and how these
types of fires are investigated.
Fires originating in domestic washing machines or tumble dryers
can have drastically different outcomes in terms of the resulting
fire damage to the property and the value of the insurance claim.
Although many fires of this type only result in fire damage to
the room where the appliance was situated, often there will be
extensive smoke damage to other parts of the property. Complete
property destruction can result from a tumble dryer or washing
machine fire, and there have been several instances of fires
originating in tumble dryers causing fatalities in recent years.
Factors such as the time between ignition and discovery
(including whether the property had been left unattended during
the operation of the appliance), whether any fire or smoke alarms
activated, any delays in the attendance of the Fire Service,
available ventilation, and the fuel load in the room of origin will
contribute to the overall spread of the fire and the resulting
damage.

Fire originating within drum of dryer (Note: Dryer had
been removed from room of origin by Fire Service)

UK Statistics for the period 2011-2015 indicate that in terms
of fires attributed to faulty appliances, washing machines and
tumble dryers are the most common. Between one and three
fires in the UK every day are said to originate in tumble dryers.
In 2017, Whirlpool (owner of Creda, Hotpoint and Indesit)
reported that an estimated one million faulty fire-risk tumble
dryers were still in UK homes, following the identification of a firerisk safety defect in November 2015.
The combination of electrical components, high wattage heating
elements, motors and friction means tumble dryers and washing
machines can catch fire in various ways.
Statistics compiled by consumer group Which? are shown below.

Reconstructed units adjacent to appliance location

Cause of domestic fires
2011-2016
% of fires caused by faulty appliances
Washing machines
Tumble dryers
Dishwashers
Cookers
Fridges/freezers
Central heating
Microwaves

Fire patterns are consistent with spread from the
elevated dryer

Tumble Dryer Fires
Causes of tumble dryer fires include:
• Ignition of built up lint;
• Capacitor failure;
• Wear and tear on door switch;
• Self-heating of items in drum;
• Lack of sufficient ventilation;
• PCB fault.
The ignition of lint by heating elements is a common cause of
tumble dryer fires and has resulted in several manufacturers
issuing product recalls and other product modification schemes.
A build-up of lint is inevitable during normal use of a tumble dryer,
and most user manuals will mention the user must clean the lint
filter on a regular basis.
The careful preservation of a fire damaged capacitor and
subsequent x-raying may indicate a catastrophic failure which has
caused the fire.

Fire damage to the base of a tumble dryer illustrating
the approximate position of the motor and capacitor

Door switches are susceptible to damage when the user opens the
door before a cycle has completed. Over time, this damage can
lead to an electrical fault causing a fire.
Self-heating of items in the drum is not as common, but can occur.
This can arise when the cool down cycle is interrupted and hot
clothes (particularly when overloaded) are left inside the drum.
User manuals will indicate the minimum clearances around each
side of a tumble dryer during installation. Fires can arise from
the lack of adequate ventilation if the tumble dryer is installed in
contravention of the manufacturer’s instructions.
Poorly designed or manufactured printed circuit boards, possibly
as a result of cost-cutting and cheaper materials or not being
effective in carrying the high currents associated with heater
elements, can result in electrical failures originating at the PCB
with fire spreading from that location.

A fire damaged tumble dryer capacitor

Washing Machine Fires
Common causes of washing machine fires include:
• Heater control relay fault;
• Capacitor failure;
• PCB fault;
• Motor failure.
A fault within the heater control relay can cause it to be stuck in
the ‘on’ position, causing the element in the drum to overheat.
When the drum is empty of water this can cause a fire. The
capacitor and PCB failures are of a similar type to those described
for tumble dryer fires.
Any damage or blockages to motors, belts and associated moving
parts can cause frictional heat build-up and eventual fire.

X-ray image of a capacitor that has failed and started
a fire

Investigating Home Laundry Fires
The investigation of a home laundry fire should employ the same
scientific methodology as any other fire investigation. The scene
should be documented thoroughly with hand written notes,
sketches and detailed photographs. Even if the fire damage is
localised to the appliance, all credible ignition sources must be
considered, and the investigator must establish whether fire has
spread from the appliance or to the appliance. Some important
factors include:
• The orientation / location of the appliance with respect to
adjacent fire damaged material / items;

Fire damage localised to under counter area where
washing machine was positioned

• The extent and location of fire damage to the appliance (i.e.
external / internal, top, bottom, sides, around wiring / controls,
near pumps / motors);
• Whether the appliance was plugged into a wall socket or into an
extension lead;
• The condition of any plug top fuse (i.e discontinuous / blown);
• Which circuit breakers (if any) on the consumer board had
tripped;
• How often the appliance is used and on what cycle(s);

Arcing on cables to heater element of washing
machine

• The age of the appliance and whether it was purchased new or
used;
• Any issues with the appliance prior to the fire (i.e unusual noises
/ odours/ interrupted cycles /poor performance);
• Whether any repairs have ever been carried out, and by whom;
• Whether the rating plate is able to be read, including the serial
number;
• Whether the affected model has been subject to any product
recalls;

Removal of the washing machine drum can assist in
viewing the location of burn patterns to the casing

• Whether the policyholder had registered the appliance.
In many instances the affected tumble dryer or washing machine
will have been placed outside the house by the attending Fire
Service during their suppression and overhaul activities. Often
items such as sections of fire damaged work-tops or kitchen
units will also have been removed from the room of origin. The
investigator should, when possible, attempt to reconstruct the
scene by repositioning the fire damaged appliance and any other
items back into their suspected pre-fire positions. This will assist
the investigator in explaining fire patterns and the likely direction of
fire spread.

Electrical anomaly on PCB spade connection, where
fire originated

Recovery Potential
It is important that during the initial site inspection, no destructive examinations of the tumble dryer or washing machine are
carried out. The appliance should be thoroughly visually examined and documented, and then wrapped / packaged / labelled
for transport to the appropriate evidence storage facility.
Whilst at the scene the investigator may form a hypothesis regarding causation, however it is only after a detailed examination
and joint inspection that a reliable opinion will be formed. The joint examination should include other interested parties (e.g an
expert acting on behalf of the manufacturer). The insurers will then be able to consider the prospects of recovery or consider
other policy decisions. Of course, there is also the potential that the cause of the fire may not be conclusively established.
The joint examination will involve the forensic and destructive testing of the appliance and will often include:
• Testing of electrical components for signs of failure;
• Cleaning of items, for example with a fibre-glass pen, to establish whether localised fire damage is present on electrical
connections;
• A microscopic examination of components if required, including destructive examinations of any printed circuit boards;
• Continuity testing of any heating elements;
• An examination of the power cable and plug-top;
• A comparison with an undamaged (exemplar) appliance or components.
If the cause of the fire is established as being due to a pre-existing manufacturing fault or installation error (if installed by
someone other than the policyholder), then there may be the prospect of recovery. There is also the possibility that the cause of
the fire is established as user error, for example regularly opening a tumble dryer door mid cycle, (causing damage to the door
switch), poor house-keeping, or failure to comply with the manufacturer’s operating instructions.

Common issues experienced with Home Laundry Fire Investigations
• Delays in the appointment of forensics.
• Appliance removed or disposed of during post fire operations or restoration.
• Removal or disposal of material that had been adjacent to the appliance, such as kitchen units, other potential ignition
sources or materials which could assist reconstruction.
• Manufacturer’s representative or service engineers permitted to inspect, recover or destructively examine evidence before an
independent forensic examination or in the absence of insurer’s forensic oversight.

Recommendations
• Attend the scene early.
• Appoint forensics early.
• Preserve the scene and the evidence.
• If the fire damaged appliance has been placed outside by the Fire Service or others, either have it covered with a tarpaulin or
similar, or have it moved undercover (depending on its fragility), and if safe to do so.
• It is better that remediation does not take place before the attendance of forensics. If essential remedial work must take
place the room of origin and electrical installations must not be altered.
• Establish the age, make and model of the appliance.
• Establish whether the damaged dryer or washing machine model has been the subject of any product recalls and the nature
of the recall, this will be a first step for any forensics.
• Determine whether the policyholder has been contacted by the manufacturer with regards to any recalls or manufacturer’s
inspection.
• Determine whether the policyholder has retained proof of purchase documentation, or a user manual or recalls where
purchased.

Advice that can be given to policyholders
• Keep proof of purchase documentation in a safe place (fire proof box/safe).
• Register the appliance.
• Ensure there is adequate spacing / ventilation if installing the appliance yourself.
• Do not overload tumble dryers and washing machines.
• Regularly clean lint filters.
• Do not plug the appliance into an extension lead.
• Avoid leaving the property unoccupied while the appliance is running.
• Allow drying cycles to be completed (do not interrupt the cycle, unless the clothes are to be removed straight away).
• Report any unusual odours or noises.
• Have the appliance serviced by an authorised engineer if it is performing poorly.
• Do not load clothes or other material contaminated with substances such as linseed oil.
• Unplug the appliance when not in use.

For further information please contact John Gow, Operations Manager at IFIC
Forensics on jgow@ific.co.uk
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